Preparing our Region for Autonomous & Connected Vehicles
What’s going on right now?

Elon Musk claims Tesla will have 1 million robotaxis on roads next year, but warns he’s missed the mark before.

Lyft Shares Ride Higher as Analysts Roll Out Mostly Bullish Coverage.

Uber’s eye-popping $120 billion valuation would make it worth more than Nvidia, 3M and PayPal.

Grocery firm Kroger launches autonomous deliveries in Houston.
What’s going on right now?

Waymo is turning to Detroit to build its first self-driving car factory

Phantom Auto closes Series A funding, expands plans for remote-controlled autonomous vehicles

Self-driving cars are now on the streets of Hamburg
What about Rural Communities?

Toyota – Computer Science & Artificial Intelligence Laboratory Joint Research Center

Toyota-CSAIL Joint Research Center focuses on developing advanced decision-making algorithms and systems that allow vehicles to perceive and navigate their surroundings safely, without human input.
“The technology is coming, will we shape it or let it shape us?” - Jonathan Riehl